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We play together since 1825

Made in Italy



We work to make you play.
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Hermelin’s origins date back to 1825, the year in which 

the businessman Rinaldo Hermelin, from Milan, opens 

his little one craft pool table shop in the heart of the city.

It collects immediately a remarkable success among fans 

of this noble sport.

Over the years, the brand has continued to grow, 

spreading more and more in the most exclusive 

environments of Milan.

The development and continuous evolution, led Hermelin 

to look out on international markets, establishing itself 

as an icon of the Made in Italy manufacturing art.
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Today, after two centuries since its foundation, 

the small shop has become an international reality, 

with a team of master cabinetmakers 

who dedicate themselves with the same passion, 

attention and care of 200 years ago.

Our artisans are joined by avant-garde designers,

that collaborate in synergy to give life to pieces 

always unique and exclusive, to satisfy the needs 

of customers all around the world.

Growth, originality and dedication have always been

at the heart of the philosophy of Hermelin, 

values that over the centuries passed down 

from generation in generation.

Today the combination of craftsmanship 

and artistic avant-garde have become our peculiarity 

which allows people who loves the Made in Italy 

and the excellent design to still choose us 

after 200 years.

Hermelin biliardi
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RACE

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

The combination of avant-garde artistic thinking

and traditional craftsmanship symbolizes Hermelin products.

It is from this dialogue that our innovative Race is born,

a modern table characterized by simple lines,

that transmits energy and strength at first glance.

Aesthetically performing in every type of context,

is fully customizable on customer taste and needs.

Hermelin biliardi
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Available in the game field versions: 9 feet    8 feet    7 feet

The greatest quality of the Race model is the perfect 

balance between form, function and Made in Italy.

It redefines the idea of high-performance gaming, 

transforming the pool table in a refined piece of furniture,

versatile and fun.

Made of solid wood and lacquered in any color

at the customer’s choice, embellished with steel details 

inserted between side and band.

256 cm

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm

Hermelin biliardi RACE



The timeless charm of elegance, the unique design

and refined legs, the originality of lacquering

and the soft and precious cloth that covers 

the field gaming creating a wonderful color contrast, 

make this table a sophisticated design element,

that perfectly matches both the classic environments 

and the most modern and original locations.

QUEEN

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri
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The strength of the Queen model is expressed through 

its contemporary features and harmonious geometries.

It is entirely made of solid and lacquered wood

of any color according to customer choice and finished 

with elegant steel details.

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm
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Available in the game field versions: 

296 cm

12 feet   10 feet   9 feet   8 feet    7 feet
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QUEEN



Born from a collaboration with Hillsideout. 

A table with a refined design, where the aesthetic originality 

meets the multifunctionality.

Designed to be used in three different ways:

the classic pool table turns into a cocktails table 

simply by putting the top on it, which can also becomes 

a boiserie or an artistic separé.

The Expo can also be accompanied by support for sticks, 

thought to turn into a tea table.

Hermelin biliardi

EXPO

Collaboration between Hillside Out and Hermelin biliardi
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The finishes are refined and studied with attention

to the smallest details, so as to ensure the quality

and prestige that distinguish Hermelin products.
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External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm

Available in the game field versions: 12 feet   10 feet   9 feet   8 feet    7 feet
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Spike is a refined and prestigious design element,

that releases excellence and uniqueness around it.

Exclusive, daring and modern, a precious and valuable 

model, where the ziricote sides, rest on sculptural 

stainless steel legs polished by hand.

SPIKE

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri
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Thanks to its unique design, it becomes the protagonist

absolute of space, an important element that characterizes 

the entire environment.

Available in the game field versions: 

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm
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                             9 feet   8 feet  
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From the collaboration between Hermelin 

and Cagliari Football Team it is born this amazing pool table,

with a contemporary style and simple and clean lines.

The originality of this pool table is the use 

of polished aluminium, that thanks to its reflective properties,

creates games of reflections and unexpected depths.

CASTLE

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri
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The sides of the pool table are made in thermo-treated 

solid oak wood and the two big legs in aluminium, 

finished with polished black iron clogs transmit strength 

and modernity in harmonious and pleasant proportions.

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm

Available in the game field versions: 12 feet   10 feet   9 feet    8 feet     7 feet
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C6

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

Hermelin design is constantly evolving, 

the brand’s artisanal history blends 

with the continuous experimentation.

The choice to follow and sometimes anticipate new trends,

is the natural propensity to offer unique pieces

to a demanding clientele who loves to experiment.

Folllowing this philosophy, it was born our carbon fiber C6, 

lightweight and at the same time resistant, 

a piece of furniture elegant, original, 

combining technological innovation and creativity.
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External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm
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The natural propensity of Hermelin to satisfy 

the wishes of the customer, has led to the revisiting 

of this model in the lacquered version, 

giving a refined touch to a piece with an unseen design.

C6 45

12 feet   10 feet   9 feet    8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 



ARIA

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

Aria pool table is an extraordinarily harmonious finiture, 

a perfect combination of shape and function.

Designed with rounded shapes and volumes, cozy 

and elegant, it is a versatile and timeless table. 

Available in a version with sides in solid Canaletto walnut, 

legs covered in leather with contrasting stitching 

and satin brass details.
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External measure for playing field: 7 feet 200x100 cm
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This billiard-table lends itself to different combinations 

and finishes to integrate into any interior context following 

the customer’s instructions.

Aria pool table can be easily transformed into a dining table 

by adding a Canaletto walnut top that can be divided into 2, 

3 or 4 pieces according to the size of the table.

C6 51

9 feet    8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 



GINEVRA

Design by Benedetta Colombo

A piece of furniture with a modern aesthetic,

characterized by clean, essential and refined lines

at the same time.

The original black painted iron legs join the elegant sides 

in solid rosewood, to give life to a simple table 

and at the same time of great prestige, 

a unique design piece and protagonist of the space 

in which it is inserted.
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12 feet   10 feet   9 feet    8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 
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296 cm

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm
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SHARK

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

Hermelin long history crosses with contemporaneity 

in all its facets, in addition to cutting-edge design, 

also the communication have changed with the passage 

of time and our Shark is the icon of this evolution.

Born from the collaboration with the famous influencer

Aaron The Pool Shark, this pool table is made 

with oak sides, strips in oak burnt by hand 

and legs in painted iron.
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Available in the game field versions: 9 feet    8 feet    7 feet

292cm

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm
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A modern, young and particular table 

that embraces those customers looking 

for an original and aesthetically performing model.
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COCO

Restyling

Classic and soft lines get linked to create 

an elegant pool table, that transmit to people 

who look at it an immediate sense 

of warmth and welcome.

The finishes are refined and studied in detail,

so as to guarantee quality and prestige 

that distinguish Hermelin products.
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The sides are made of solid Canaletto walnut,

in combination with the leather cover 

with stitching contrast and brass details, 

make it a model of unparalleled elegance.

Made with 4 or 6 legs, depending on the type of game

and measurement of playing field.

12 feet   10 feet   9 feet   8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 

External measure for playing field: 9 feet 254x127 cm
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292 cm
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DABA

Restyling

Straight lines and simple design, combined with

a fine leather cover, are the characteristics

that distinguish this pool tables with modern, 

original and versatile vibes, suitable for all types 

of environment and atmosphere.

The attention to detail that distinguishes the work craft, 

is visible in every detail, peculiar is the lining of the pockets, 

designed in leather or eco leather.

308 cm 
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12 feet   10 feet   9 feet    8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 

External measure for playing field: 270x135 cm - Billiard with italian pockets
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SEDAH

Restyling

One of our iconic pool table, revisited in a modern key.

305 cm 
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12 feet   10 feet   9 feet    8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 

External measure for playing field: 270x135 cm - Billiard with italian pockets
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Characterized, like any other Hermelin product, 

by a particular attention to detail and by an entirely 

handmade realization, the originality of this pool table 

comes from the precious leather that cover it in all its parts 

including the pockets.

Peculiarity of this pool table are the metal masks 

in every side, which remember the same brass 

of the skirtings at the edges of the table.



An iconic and timeless charm, perfectly harmonized 

by the use of the finest essences made of wood, 

make this table the perfect example of cabinet-making 

mastery and luxury craftsmanship, elements peculiar 

to Hermelin for almost two centuries.

Sides, bands and legs made of solid wood of national 

walnut, all enriched by inlays covered in gold leaf 

that contribute to further embellish an icon 

of timeless elegance.

396 cm 
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12 feet   10 feet   9 feet    8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 

External measure for playing field: 12 feet 360x180 cm - English snooker and Russian pyramid version

PRESIDENT

Classic
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ODESSA

Classic

Almost two centuries of history have allowed us to collect

a considerable number of pool tables throughout history,

some have been revisited in a contemporary key, 

many have remained in the memories 

of our master cabinetmakers, but other still 

have been handed down over time, 

maintaining their original style.

This is the case of our historical Odessa, a precious table,

characterized by important legs in cast bronze, or brass, 

combined with particular and accurate finishes in detail.
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12 feet   10 feet   9 feet   8 feet    7 feetAvailable in the game field versions: 
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396 cm 

The Odessa model is characterized by important legs 

and strings made of cast brass or bronze, 

combined with precious handmade inlays 

by the famous technique of the ‘Boulle’.

A jewel of aesthetic precision that unleashes all the charm 

that only an imposing and rich table of details can have.

External measure for playing field: 12 feet 360x180 cm - English snooker and Russian pyramid version
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FURNITURE

BAR CABINET FOR CUES AND ACCESSORIES

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

Lower base in canaletto walnut, matt or glossy finishes 
to customer choice, composed of leather seat and chest 
of drawers for accessories.
Vertical element lacquered color to customer choice 

as per color chart RAL, consisting of:
   Door with mirror and frame in canaletto walnut;
   Interior door in Canaletto walnut with wing cues;
   Shelves in glass;
   Back with mirror;
   LED lighting.

Size: 210 x 45 x 184H cm
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ARMCHAIR

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

Structure in solid canaletto walnut.

Matt or glossy finish to customer choice.
Seat and backrests upholstered in leather.

Skirts with bronze shaded finish.
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Size: 60 x 59 x 63H / 79H cm - Seat height 46H cm

CUE RACKS CABINET FREE STANDING

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

Size: 80 x 45 x 153H cm

Cabinet with double door base with internal shelf 
for accessories, finished with leather detail.
Lacquered of any color to customer choice 
as per color chart RAL.

Matt or glossy finish to customer choice.
Mobile top for ball door and cues support, in curved steel 
with leather details.

Satin steel rod for attaching cues.
Base in satin steel.

Design by Giovanni Luca Ferreri

SUSPENDED CABINETS CUES RACK

Drawer for cues lacquered of any color to customer choice,
as per RAL Colour Chart.

Matt or glossy finish chosen by the customer.
Top in Carrara marble sp.1cm.

Size: 173 x 36 x 25H cm



It is the most popular billiard specialty in the UK and Commonwealth countries. 

It takes place on a pool table larger than those in use, about 356x178 cm (12 feet), 

it is played with cues and 22 billiard balls, 15 red, 6 colored and 1 white.

TYPE OF GAME

It is a specialty of billiards widespread especially in the countries 

of the former Soviet Union. It is played on a pool table of 360 x 180 cm (12 feet) 

using the cues and 16 billiard balls.

It is the most common billiards specialty in North America and has gained fame 

and success in almost all the world. All pool specialties are played on a table 

with big pockets, the regulatory size is 254 x 127 cm (9 feet).

It is played with sticks and 16 billiard balls, of which 15 numbered and colored 

and one white.

It is a definition commonly attributed to a series of billiards specialties of Italian origin, 

played with or without cue. 

The pool table is 270 x 135 cm.

It is the most common game choice among athletes and is used during 

official tournaments. The size are 284 x 142 cm and it is played without pockets.

Hermelin biliardi80

AMERICAN POOL

ENGLISH SNOOKER

RUSSIAN PYRAMID

BILLIARD WITH ITALIAN POCKETS

INTERNATIONAL GAME

AMERICAN POOL

RUSSIAN PYRAMID AND ENGLISH SNOOKER

  12 Feet (Regulatory measure)

  Playing field 360 x 180 cm

  Playing field 320 x 160 cm

  Playing field 295 x 147,5 cm

  Playing field 284 x 142 cm

  Playing field 254 x 127 cm

BILLIARD WITH ITALIAN POCKETS

INTERNATIONAL GAME - WITHOUT POCKETS

  (Regulatory measure)

  Playing field 284 x 142 cm 

Available in other sizes of playing field on customer request.

  9 Feet (Regulatory measure American pool game)

  Playing field 254 x 127 cm 

  8,5 Feet 
  Playing field 234 x117 cm

  8 Feet 

  Playing field 224 x112 cm

  7,5 Feet
  Playing field 210 x 105 cm

  7 Feet

  Playing field 200 x 100 cm

  (Standard measure)

  Playing field 270 x135 cm

  Playing field 260 x 130 cm

  Playing field 250 x 125 cm

TYPE OF GAME 81



The innovative design, the high quality of the materials 

and the combinations of the finest wood essences 

or the most refined leathers, make each table a unique 

and inimitable piece of furniture.

All our models of billiards, can be made in any wood 

essence, color, finish, covered in leather 

and customized in every detail.

MATERIAL AND FINISHING
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CEDAR OF LEBANON CHERRY

ASH IROKO
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MAHOGANY BLACK WALNUT

CANALETTO MOUTENYE
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NATIONAL WALNUT ROSEWOOD

OAK WENGÈ
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POLISHED CHROME SATIN CHROME

BLACK NICHEL GUN BARREL

POLISHED BRASS SATIN BRASS

BRONZE SATIN COPPER

Leather samples

Lacquered samples

RAL 3004

RAL 6013

RAL 7000

RAL 9004

RAL 9010

PO117 PO120

MATERIAL AND FINISHING 87

On request, other colors are available as per leather color table.

Other colours are available on request as per RAL colour chart.

PO149PO152

PO265PO264 PO189PO104

PO101PO216

PO147PO140

PO269 PO112PO225

PO151PO207 PO239PO179

RAL 7035RAL 9002 RAL 9017RAL 7043RAL 7042

RAL 6026

RAL 7015RAL 7009

RAL 7005

RAL 5013

RAL 5008

RAL 5001RAL 3002

RAL 1013



APPLE GREEN

ENGLISH GREEN

OLIVE GREEN SPRUCE

PETROLEUM MARINE BLUE ROYAL BLUE TOURNAMENT B.LUE

POWDER BLUE RED BURGUNDY

DARK GREEN

ELECTRIC BLUE

WINE

PURPLE ORANGE

FUCHSIA

CAMEL GOLD CHOCOLATE

SLATE GREY BLACKGREY

POOL  CLOTHES

BLUE GREEN

Hermelin biliardi chooses Simonis cloth manufacturer, 

leading company for professional pools.
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Hermelin biliardi

We play together since 1825

OFFICE, SHOWROOM AND PRODUCTION
Via John Kennedy, 275 - Caronno Pertusella (VA) Italy

CONTACT US
+ 39 02 9902 0055
info@hermelinsrl.it

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.hermelinbiliardi.it
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Made in Italy


